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Abstract: Face recognition is located in the fusiform gyrus, which is also related to other tasks such
word recognition. Although these two processes have several similarities, there are remarkable
differences that include a vast range of approaches, which results from different groups of participants.
This research aims to examine how the word-processing system processes faces at different moments
and vice versa. Two experiments were carried out. Experiment 1 allowed us to examine the classical
discrimination task, while Experiment 2 allowed us to examine very early moments of discrimination.
In the first experiment, 20 Spanish University students volunteered to participate. Secondly, a sample
of 60 participants from different nationalities volunteered to take part in Experiment 2. Furthermore,
the role of sex and place of origin were considered in Experiment 1. No differences between men
and women were found in Experiment 1, nor between conditions. However, Experiment 2 depicted
shorter latencies for faces than word names, as well as a higher masked repetition priming effect
for word identities and word names preceded by faces. Emerging methodologies in the field might
help us to better understand the relationship among these two processes. For this reason, a network
analysis approach was carried out, depicting sub-communities of nodes related to face or word name
recognition, which were replicated across different groups of participants. Bootstrap inferences are
proposed to account for variability in estimating the probabilities in the current samples. This supports
that both processes are related to early moments of recognition, and rather than being independent,
they might be bilaterally distributed with some expert specializations or preferences.

Keywords: structure of networks; language networks; network analysis; face recognition; word
recognition; masked priming

1. Introduction

Recognizing a celebrity can be considered a challenge by most people. Regarding the cognitive
framework, when this task is done by face or name recognition, many processes are required in
a hierarchical way that involves visual and semantic stages [1]. In this way, both face and word
recognition are examples of expert visual processing [2]. However, even if name and face recognition
have some similarities, they are remarkably different. The literature on face recognition has long
argued that faces are singular to us by studies on the fusiform face area (FFA). This is a region of
the brain that has been described as one of the most specialized regions for facial recognition in the
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human visual system [3]. This part of the brain is also related to other tasks such as word [4] and object
recognition [5].

Word recognition is a process that must be learned through an increasingly specialized effort
in reading. Not surprisingly, there is a specific brain area known as the visual word form area
(VWFA) in the left fusiform gyrus that seems to be crucial for any skilled reader. According to the
literature [6,7], letter specialization learning in the fusiform gyrus might be associated with a smaller
FFA for developing readers. This result is consistent with the previous neuronal recycling hypothesis
developed in [8], where the process of learning to read is described as a cost that might affect the neural
substrates of face processing. Research regarding these networks has revealed a lateralized asymmetry
in the left hemisphere of the VWFA and in the right hemisphere of the FFA [2,9]. However, functional
imaging studies seem to depict activity in both hemispheres, which could be considered a controversy
to lateralization.

The current literature also maintained whether some FFA and VWFA responses to visual faces and
written stimuli have been found in other regions [10–12]. Furthermore, if VWFA is specific for reading,
it would be related to other stages of the process. However, it seems that the VWFA is not associated
with other underlying reading-related regions [13]. Studies with neuropsychological and clinical
cases offer examples of interest, as they generally differ from the control group [14]. Some examples
include pure prosopagnosia [15,16] or dyslexia [17], where face but not word recognition are expected
to be selectively impaired, or vice versa. Moreover, it is possible to address different levels of word
processing when looking at the process of learning between a developing reader and a skilled adult.
However, this cannot be addressed in regard to face recognition, because it is not possible to examine
participants without a lack of experience in this process. Nevertheless, the literature has pointed
out that individuals from small hometowns show relatively poor face recognition ability as studied
by the Cambridge Face Memory Test or CFMT [18]. This suggests that the number of faces present
in an individual’s visual environment might be related to that individual’s face recognition ability.
Furthermore, not only geographical places of origin, but also differences between men and women
have been explored. From this, Sunday et al. (2019) argued that geographical places of origin and
differences between men and women interact to predict face recognition ability.

The aim of this study is to examine how the word-processing system processes faces at different
moments and vice versa. This might shed light on whether both processes are specific for each other or
distributed with overlapping representations. To do so, a simple presentation/discrimination task was
selected, as well as a masked priming paradigm technique was chosen, thus employing a selection of
different faces and names from international celebrities across different populations. Experiment 1 will
allow us to examine the classical discrimination task, while Experiment 2 will allow us to examine
very early moments of discrimination. The logic behind this is that masked priming effects might
be understood as the reflection of residual activation caused by the prime at a particular stage of
processing. Therefore, faces might activate words and vice versa. Knowing that the participants’ sex
might be a variable of interest in the current literature, this has been controlled for Experiment 1.
Furthermore, participants from three different geographical place of origin have been selected for
Experiment 2. Even if these results shed light on these variables, caution is advised here, as the sample
size might lead to unreliable results regarding sex and country of origin.

Lastly, emerging methodologies in the field might help us to better understand the relationship
between face and word name recognition processes. For this reason, a network analysis approach was
chosen. This is a graph theory-based methodology that can be used to examine the relationship between
observable variables [19–22]. Therefore, both face and word name recognition processes are considered
causally dependent but mutually influential to each other in the current study. To our knowledge,
the literature is rather scarce in this comparison of both processes through a network approach.
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2. Method

2.1. Participants

A total of two experiments, with two different samples and subsamples, were carried out. In the
first one, 20 Spanish University students (10 men and 10 women), with no history or evidence of
neurological or psychiatric disease, volunteered to participate.

Secondly, Experiment 2 was composed by 60 participants described as follows: a total of 20
Spanish University students (4 men and 16 women), 20 Brazilian University students (6 men and 14
women), and 20 North American University students (2 men and 18 women) volunteered to participate.
They were selected to show adequate variation on demographic characteristics (therefore, controlling
for age, sex, and level of education). This study was carried out in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki and approved by the University ethical committee (UCV/2017-2018/31). Participants gave
written consent to participate in the study.

2.2. Stimuli

The procedure to select celebrities was similar to the previous literature [1]. They were chosen after
asking three different samples (total of 20 University students each) from Spain, Brazil, and the United
States to name 20 female celebrities, where half of the stimuli had to be men and half had to be women.
All stimuli were presented in black and white resolution. In order to avoid any kind of distraction,
such as noise, the test was administered in an isolated room, where participants entered individually.

Participants were instructed to identify celebrities via their name or face and to discard unknown
stimuli. Specifically, on the notebook keyboard, the letter M was labeled with a green label in order
to indicate where the participants had to press for a target stimulus. On the contrary, if the stimulus
presented was a distractor stimulus, the participants were asked to press the letter Z, which was labeled
in red. For the first experiment, a total of 200 stimuli were selected. After a pilot study, a total of 10
celebrities were taken out of the study with regard to its accuracy in this previous pilot. Therefore,
a final number of 160 stimuli were randomly presented to participants. These were divided into 40
names and 40 faces of celebrities, which were presented as target stimuli, as well as 40 names and 40
faces of non-celebrities as distracting stimuli. As depicted in Appendix A, the sex variable for these
stimuli was controlled, being half male and half female.

For the second experiment, a masked priming task was counterbalanced into two conditions of
word and face recognition. This was carried out in order to avoid any bias related to any repetition
effect via a celebrity duplication on face and word nature. The number of stimuli per condition was
reduced, as Experiment 2 involved more experimental conditions. Therefore, a total of 224 stimuli was
employed. In this way, 28 photographs or 28 names of famous people were shown to the participants
in random order, intermingled with 28 photographs or 28 names of unknown people. Each stimulus
appeared 4 times in a different experimental condition (being half male and half female for each
one): Identity Masked Priming (face with face/name with name), Related Masked Priming (face as a
prime with its name as a target/name as a prime with its face as a target), Unrelated Masked Priming
Face–Face (face as a prime with a different face as a target/name as a prime with a different name as a
target), and Unrelated Masked Priming (face as a prime with a different name as a target/name as a
prime with a different face as a target).

2.3. Procedure

To carry out the experiments, a laptop with a Windows operating system and with DMDX
software [23] was used. In Experiment 1, a simple presentation task was chosen where each stimulus
was preceded by a fixation point (with an appearance of 500 ms) and an image or face (with an
appearance of 500 ms). The maximum time allowed for a response was 2500 ms. In addition,
participants were instructed to answer as soon as possible, while trying not to make mistakes.
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As in Experiment 1, both stimulus from a celebrity were employed (face and name), this was
considered a potential bias for Experiment 2. Due to this, the stimuli were counterbalanced into two
groups. In the first group, a masked priming technique was chosen, in which a prime was briefly
presented (50 ms) and in the second group, a mask (500 ms) preceded the presentation of a target
stimulus (maximum time for response was 2500 ms). All stimuli were preceded by a fixation point
(with an appearance of 500 ms), and the conditions employed were described as follows: (1) Identity
condition, where the prime was the same stimulus as the target, (2) Related condition, where the Prime
was a related name to the target that must be the same celebrity face or vice versa (a prime celebrity face
and the related words name to the celebrity for the target), as depicted in Figure 1, and an (3) Unrelated
condition, where the prime was an unrelated name to the target that must be the a different celebrity
face or vice versa.
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Figure 1. Examples of the related conditions on the masked priming task employed for Experiment 2.
On the top, one example of block for the Prime (Celebrity word name)–Target (Celebrity face), and in
the bottom one example for the block of the Prime (Celebrity face)–Target (Celebrity word name).
Blocks were counterbalanced across groups.

2.4. Data Analysis

A classic analysis of variance (ANOVA), as well as a non-parametric approach, on the reaction
times of correct responses and accuracy of the participants were carried out. These analyses were
performed using a cut-off or a trimming technique (excluding latencies smaller than 250 ms or greater
than 1500 ms). Data analysis was performed using SPSS statistical software version 23. The masked
priming effect was estimated by calculating how the unrelated primes belonging to semantic categories
differed from parallel prime/target pairs as described in prior literature [24,25]. Figure 2 depicts the
procedure employed.

Finally, a network analysis approach was carried out in order to examine the magnitude of
associations between variables. JASP (Version 0.11.1) [Computer software] was employed for this
purpose. In this way, the EBICglasso estimate was used for the estimation procedure, as it minimizes a
false positive detection of connections adapted from the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator
(LASSO) regularization method [26].

Network analysis is an exploratory method based on graph theory, where variables are represented
by nodes (or circles) and the relationships between the variables are represented as edges (or lines).
The intensity of the edges of the graph represent the magnitude of these associations, while their
color (red or blue) depicts the direction (negative or positive, respectively) of these associations.
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To simplify the interpretation of the network, three centrality measures were used. The first measure
is Betweenness, and it depicts the shortest paths that pass through the node of interest; the second
measure is Closeness, and it is employed as an indicator of the inverse sum of all the shortest paths
from the node of interest to all other nodes; and finally, the last centrality measure is called Degree,
and it is understood as the sum of the absolute input weights of that node. Bootstrap inferences are
proposed to account for variability in estimating the probabilities in the current samples.
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Figure 2. Examples of the related conditions on the masked priming task employed for Experiment
2. On the top, one example of the following block: Unrelated masked face prime/face target–Identity
masked condition for faces, and the Unrelated masked word prime/face target–Related masked word
prime/face target. On the bottom, one example of the following block: Unrelated masked word
prime/word target–Identity masked condition for words, and the Unrelated masked face prime/word
target–Related masked face prime/word target.

3. Results

Table 1 shows the descriptive analysis for the reaction times and accuracy across men and women
in Experiment 1. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov and Shapiro–Wilks normality tests were employed to
examine if variables were normally distributed. There was no significance, p > 0.05. However,
caution is advised here, as small samples could drive to a null hypothesis [27]. On the other hand,
the Levene test indicated equality of variances (all p > 0.05). In this way, no statistical differences were
found across participants sex or stimuli gender. Nor were statistical differences found across type of
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stimuli (faces versus word names). However, the within-subjects ANOVA on target versus distracting
stimuli did approach the significance level (F(1, 19) = 4.29; MSE = 2473.49; p = 0.05). Given that sex
must be considered a small sample in this first study, a parametric approach is not the most suitable
strategy to address differences among these. For this reason, latencies were also addressed through the
non-parametric U of Mann–Whitney test, finding similar results. Of note, differences between the face
recognition across sex approached the significance level; U = 27, n1 = n2 = 10, p = 0.08). No differences
were found for accuracy under the same approach.

Table 1. Descriptive analysis such as mean, SD (standard deviation), and accuracy for Experiment 1
across conditions and participant’s sex.

Condition Stimulus Group Mean (ms) SD Mean (ms) SD Accuracy

Celebrity face
Female face

Men 852.12 81.86
816.65 111.32 72%Women 781.19 129.02

Male face
Men 945.03 86.58

888.75 129.25 87%Women 832.48 144.01

Celebrity
name

Female name
Men 821.62 104.24

799.81 94.31 89%Women 778.01 82.80

Male name
Men 849.58 140.98

831.16 123.55 82%Women 812.75 107.68

Non-Celebrity
face

Female face
Men 836.03 120.53

815.53 105.66 96%Women 795.03 90.04

Male face
Men 824.81 125.30

807.36 100.87 97%Women 789.92 71.44

Non-Celebrity
name

Female name
Men 932.14 96.28

917.60 105.51 96%Women 903.05 117.32

Male name
Men 895.69 78.80

902.64 93.22 97%Women 909.59 109.68

With regard to Experiment 2, Table 2 depicts the descriptive analysis for the reaction times
and accuracy. Since sex was not a controlled variable as in Experiment 1, this was not included in
the analysis. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was employed to examine if variables were normally
distributed, p > 0.05. This was the same case for the Shapiro–Wilks normality test (except for the
target Unrelated Masked Priming Face–Face condition, and the distracting Unrelated Masked Priming
Face–Face condition, which were p = 0.37 and p = 0.22 respectively). The Levene test an indicated
equality of variances (all p > 0.05). The ANOVA on the latency data showed that face targets preceded
by an identity prime, as well as the word name ones, were processed faster: F(3, 171) = 32.70; mean
square error (MSE) = 1740.34; p < 0.001 η2 = 0.36.

Target faces were processed faster than target word names: F(1, 57) = 57.49; MSE = 225,599.46;
p < 0.001; η2 = 0.50. As expected, distracting stimuli were processed slower, and this was statistically
significant: F(1, 57) = 35.13; MSE = 36,118.37; p < 0.001; η2 = 0.38. An interaction between conditions
and type of target was found to reach a statistically significant level: F(1, 59) = 37.94; MSE = 6853.36;
p < 0.001; η2 = 0.33. A non-parametric Friedman test of differences among repeated measures was
conducted and rendered a χ2

(3) of 41.14, which was statistically significant (p < 0.001; w = 0.25).
However, no interactions were found for the country of residence variable under the ANOVA or
the non-parametric test, Kruskal–Wallis. Districting stimuli also showed faster latencies for faces
rather than words: F(1,57) = 43.62; MSE = 28,038.84; p < 0.001; η2 = 0.43. The Friedman test also
indicated a similar result, with an χ2

(3) of 26.22 (p < 0.001; w = 0.21). The identity primes for distracting
stimuli were also examined, showing that they were also processed faster than the other conditions:
F(3, 171) = 8.83; MSE = 1740.34; p < 0.001; η2= 0.13. For the non-parametric approach, the Friedman
test also indicated a similar result, with an χ2

(7) of 79.11 (p < 0.001; w = 0.18). No differences were
found for accuracy under the same approach, except for condition: (i) F(3, 171) = 24.91; MSE = 0.03;
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p < 0.001; η2 = 0.30 (ii) χ2
(7) of 55.51 (p < 0.001; w = 0.13). On the other hand, Experiment 2 revealed a

large masked identity priming effect for both prime faces and prime names, as well as for their related
conditions, as depicted in Table 3.

Table 2. Mean and SD (standard deviation), and accuracy rate for Experiment 2 across conditions.

Condition Mean SD Accuracy

Face Target

Identity Masked Priming Face–Face 660.06 90.12 79%
Related Masked Priming Word–Face 677.31 94.08 83%

Unrelated Masked Priming Face–Face 701.33 80.10 82%
Unrelated Masked Priming Word–Face 706.38 96.78 77%

Name Word Target

Identity Masked Priming Word–Word 703.31 100.29 78%
Related Masked Priming Face–Word 708.51 100.52 85%

Unrelated Masked Priming Word–Word 765.95 103.22 81%
Unrelated Masked Priming Face–Word 745.18 105.14 83%

Face Distracting

Identity Masked Priming Face–Face 712.32 106.39 78%
Related Masked Priming Word–Face 737.76 110.65 79%

Unrelated Masked Priming Face–Face 714.90 108.22 78%
Unrelated Masked Priming Word–Face 746.83 110.74 79%

Name Word
Distracting

Identity Masked Priming Word–Word 814.79 129.39 87%
Related Masked Priming Face–Word 844.89 119.61 86%

Unrelated Masked Priming Word–Word 851.22 126.70 87%
Unrelated Masked Priming Face–Word 804.77 129.62 88%

Table 3. Masked repetition priming effects for Experiment 2 across countries and conditions.

Condition Country Mean SD Mean SD

Target

Identity masked priming for faces
Brazil 43.17 52.15

48.29Spain 38.11 50.64 41.27
USA 42.53 44.09

Identity masked priming for names
Brazil 61.27 52.83

51.27Spain 64.48 49.77 62.64
USA 62.18 53.76

Related masked priming for word over faces
Brazil 10.95 65.31

62.35Spain 22.24 53.73 29.07
USA 54.03 62.22

Related masked priming for faces over words
Brazil 55.58 40.64

53.48Spain 24.32 71.05 36.67
USA 30.11 39.99

Lastly, a network analysis was carried out. Figures 3 and 4 represent the network plot for the
whole dataset, involving two networks on target and distracting stimuli. This includes the islands of
nodes or sub-communities that are identified according to the type of target stimulus under study:
Target faces, Target name words, Distracting faces, and Distracting name words. Figure 5 depicts each
network according to the country of residence group. Even if different relations among nodes were
found across groups, the previous structed was replicated for each country. Some methodological
issues confronting the analysis lead to the need to broaden the network analysis with an inferential
tool. The reason for this is rather simple: even if the quality of the measures is carefully studied, one of
the main shortcomings of the current study is the sample size, in which the analysis per country is the
most sensitive to sample size.

Previous literature support the use of this approach in relatively small samples, when the quality
of data is prioritized [19,28,29]. Nevertheless, the use of bootstrapping to this question seems quite
appropriate to the key concerns by resampling an original sample [30]. Therefore, a bootstrapping
technique was employed, by setting a size of N to 1000. This technique showed the same node structure
of sub-communities. Figures 6 and 7 depict the relationship between centrality indexes of networks
sampled through bootstrapping with the original sample. The stability of centrality indices under the
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current approach was examined by estimating network models based on subsets of data per country.
Figures 8–10 show the resulting plots and reveal sizable bootstrapped confidence intervals around the
estimated edge weights, suggesting that many edge weights likely do not significantly differ from
one another in each country. As indicated by the previous literature, the red line indicates the sample
values, while the gray area depicts the bootstrapped confidence intervals [31].Mathematics 2020, 8, x 9 of 18 
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Figure 3. Betweenness (the number of shortest paths that pass through the node of interest), Closeness
(the inverse of the sum of all shortest paths from the node of interest to all other nodes), and the Degree
(the sum of the absolute input weights of that node). Target stimuli (on the top): NUR = Unrelated
Masked Priming Word–Face; NUID = Unrelated Masked Priming Word–Word; N_R = Related Masked
Priming Word–Face; N_ID = Identity Masked Priming Word–Word; FUR= Unrelated Masked Priming
Word–Face; FUID = Unrelated Masked Priming Face–Face; F_R = Related Masked Priming Word–Face;
F_ID = Identity Masked Priming Face–Face. Distracting stimuli (on the bottom): DNUR = Unrelated
Masked Priming Word–Face; DNUID = Unrelated Masked Priming Word–Word; DN_R = Related
Masked Priming Word–Face; DN_ID = Identity Masked Priming Word–Word; DFUR = Unrelated
Masked Priming Word–Face; DFUID = Unrelated Masked Priming Face–Face; DF_R = Related Masked
Priming Word–Face; DF_ID = Identity Masked Priming Face–Face.
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4. Discussion

This study examined how the word-processing system processes faces at different moments and
vice versa. We tried to verify whether both processes are specific for each other or distributed with
overlapping representations. For this reason, famous names and faces were selected for research
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proposes, as a common strategy carried out in the previous literature [1,30–32]. This topic is of interest
both in theoretical and applied levels. In this way, one should keep in mind that face perception is a
critical skill for survival, and it is commonly considered innate for human beings. Moreover, its location
in the fusiform gyrus and its role in recognition are also topics of debate [33,34]. Word recognition,
which is learned through an increasingly specialized effort in reading is also located in the fusiform
gyrus [35]. Likewise, literature has tried to address how the human brain may process information for
these specific abilities by hypothesizing that highly specialized areas are involved in object and face
recognition [6,36,37] to deal with written language or by hypothesizing that the brain develops specific
areas for this task [36,38]. Even if promising results have been found in the field, how independent or
overlapped these are is a question that still under debate.

Faster latencies were found for face recognition than for word recognition in Experiment 1,
but these differences were not statistically different. Variables such as sex considered in this first
study or place of precedence in the second one have reported differences in previous literature [39,40].
However, we were not able to replicate remarkable differences with regard to them. These results
might not be reliable due to the small sample size. Moreover, sex was not balanced for Experiment 2.
In this way, both systematic and direct replications seem to be imperative, as these pieces of research
might show mixed results.

On the other hand, masked priming effects were higher for word recognition identities and
for word recognition targets preceded by faces than for face recognition tasks preceded by word
recognition tasks in Experiment 2. It is of note that masked priming techniques were designed for
psycholinguistic purposes as a potential bias. However, this technique has been employed for face
recognition purposes [41] or even a word recognition task preceded by emoticon primes [42]. Therefore,
this result might suggest that word processing would be more susceptible to abstraction representations
and more dependent to face recognition (which is considered innate, rather than learned).

It is also worth noting the methodological novelty of the network analysis approach in this
field [43–46]. To our knowledge, this research is the first to compare word to face recognition through a
network analysis through both a simple and a masked priming paradigm. This approach offers additional
evidence to support the main hypothesis of how face and word recognition are distributed while keeping
some specializations or preferences in early stages of processing. Moreover, the bootstrap analysis of
networks should prove an invaluable tool for the conduct of network analysis in behavioral science.

Future lines of research addressing longitudinal studies in developing readers, as well as research
carried out in clinical samples, are of interest for both face and word recognition to examine whether
one of the processes could be selectively impaired while the other is kept intact. In particular, we would
like to recommend the use of emerging techniques in the field such as network analysis to re-examine
and support traditional analysis of variance.

5. Conclusions

The insight shared in the current work supported the hypothesis that both processes might be
bilaterally distributed with some specializations or preferences rather than as independent processes.
This could be congruent with the idea that the plasticity of the FFA exhibits structural changes until
adulthood. More precisely, sample size as well as the population size of precedence are variables
of interest. The global network was highly interconnected but with some more central nodes across
masked priming identities. Notably, the sub-communities exactly matched the nature of the target
stimuli, faces, or word names, no matter the nature of the previous prime. This might suggest that the
early activation of word recognition is not an obstacle for face recognition and vice versa. Furthermore,
this structure was replicated for each subgroup of participants.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Stimuli for Experiment 1 and 2.

Target Distracting

Adele Mevin Lason
Amy Winehouse Bolly Boin

Angelina Jolie Marlina Marina
Arnold Schwarzenegger Maripilian

Barack Obama Alver Prismar
Ben Affleck Angelica Giama

Benedict Cumberbatch Brenda Nill
Beyoncé Daniel Primp

Bill Clinton Morlan Froman
Bill Cosby Wintera Driver
Bill Gates Hallera Boin
Brad Pitt Jenifer Lucia

Britney Spears Bellida
Cameron Díaz Raminha

Cher Eduard Michael
Chuck Norris Ally Beerack
David Bowie Jean Depen

Donald Trump Meichaela Mark
Eddie Murphy Isabella Prima

Elisabeth II Principe Loran
Elvis Presley Lady Francesca
Emilia Clarke Leonidas Lebron
Emma Watson Jenny Fistar

Freddie Mercury Steven Halling
George Clooney Lidia Lia

Gwyneth Paltrow Kam Jing
Harrison Ford Lea Darsian
Hillary Clinton Henrry Ferd
J. K. Rowling Siguona Near

Jack Nicholson Sergev Pein
Jennifer Aniston Jessica Anilla

Jennifer Lawrence Albert Liebowitz
Jessica Alba Rifka Hartman
Jodie Foster Nick Hanningan

Johnny Depp Elisa Clock
Jon Bon Jovi Nina Hirschfeld
Julia Roberts Jhonny Clun

Keanu Reeves Adilian
Kevin Bacon Joseph Cucumberg
Kevin Spacey Nial Nian
Kim Jong-un Nila Kadman

Kim Kardashian Mike Jhonny
Kit Harington Jeana Ryan

Kristen Stewart Sean Lopian
Lady Diana Kina Lina
Lady Gaga Brain William
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Table A1. Cont.

Target Distracting

Leonardo DiCaprio Pepil Francis
Lionel Messi Miralin Cana

Lucy Liu Giulian Lawn
Madonna Nillan Loan

Mariah Carey Titian
Marilyn Monroe Admed Li
Mark Zuckerberg Irma Weals
Meghan Markle Bill Ruan

Meryl Streep Suorak
Michael Jackson Ben Callis

Michael Schumacher Loda Lea
Miley Cyrus Whisper Cerf

Morgan Freeman Sach Kodesh
Muhammad Ali Ben Beck
Naomi Campbell Cayetana Troop
Nelson Mandela Seon Loop
Nicole Kidman Silvia Harrack

Pope Francis Marcus Getz
Penelope Cruz H.P. Malian
Prince Harry Lean Goop

Rihanna Whila Waps
Robin Williams Frodian Moop

Ronaldo Silina Win
Ryan Gosling Daniel Brown
Salma Hayek Mary Strap

Scarlett Johansson Joseph Beats
Serena Williams Nima Champs

Shakira Lopold Mossa
Sigourney Weaver Renial
Stephen Hawking Britania Plims

Steve Jobs Kevin Reen
Vladimir Putin Mary Pealds

Whoopi Goldberg Rubert Wills
Winona Ryder Jhon Nillan
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